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The Zone™ is a multi-functional toy with
a sturdy 3-point base that allows a unique

perspective to the zone of personal pleasure!
The Zone™

Joy - Pink 0005-10-3
Bliss- Purple 0005-20-3
•7 sensational functions

1. Foreplay
2. Turn up the heat
3. Whoo Hoo!
4. Orgasmic
5. Throbbing
6. Rock ‘n’ Roll
7. Surging

•Soft, dual density, durable,
superior Silicone

•Instant “off” on any function
•Advanced touch pad controls
•Sturdy tri-pod base with patented 

rubber grips for secure placement
•ABS base, Silicone 
•3.25” x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm
•3 AA batteries
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Whisper
Micro Bullet ™

Pink 0044-50-3
Purple 0044-60-3

Super slim, self-heating,
silky smooth, whisper

quiet micro bullet
•2-speeds

•Rubber-Cote™

•2 AA batteries
•1” x .25”/3 cm x .6 cm

Power Gem™

White Diamond 0048-00-3 Pink Diamond 0048-04-3
Sapphire 0048-12-3 Tanzanite 0048-14-3

Gems are a girl’s best friend!
Beautiful, quiet, wireless ticklers may be worn anywhere! This is

a “must have” accessory. Attach to any garment with their
patented non-damaging magnetic clasp

•25% more power    •EZ push button control
•Waterproof

•Silicone and ABS
•1.75” x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm
•US Pat # 6-991-598 B2

•Batteries 
included
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Power Tingler™

0063-00-2
•Sleek and discreet
•Powerful 2-speed massager
•Waterproof, EZ push button 

activation
•ABS with Silver plating
•1 AAA Battery
•3” x .5”/8 cm x 1 cm

Aluminum Mini ™

3” x 1”/8 cm x 3cm 0369-10-3 
(3.2 oz/0.09 kg)   
4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm 0369-20-3
(4.1 oz/0.11 kg)                             
Highly polished, weighted aluminum, seamless plugs 
with a beautiful crystal gem inset in the base
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Universal Douche System™

0371-50-3
•Superior, multi-use douche system

•Designed to be used independently, or with
the patented Universal Waterworks System®

(sold separately)
•Easy to assemble with

2 secure attachments
•Easy to clean 

•Phthalate free PVC
attachments with

natural rubber bulb

Universal Douche
System for Her™

0371-60-3
•For intimate water play

•Complete, high quality, multi-use douche
system is designed for independent use,

or with the patented Universal
Waterworks System®

(sold separately)
•3 easy to secure attachments:

Standard tapered, G-Spot, and
vibrating bunny

•Waterproof  
•Phthalate free PVC

attachments with
natural rubber bulb

•Easy to clean
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Nite Ride™

0376-03-3
•Contoured, seamless, smooth,

soft and supple douche
•EZ squeeze bulb

•Flexible non-crimping hose
•Phthalate free PVC

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

P-Rock™ Prostate Massager
0407-03-3

•The perfect angle for prostate
and testicular stimulation

•High powered stimulator with
push button activation 

•Soft and pliable
•Waterproof

•Unscented Silicone
•1 N battery,

included
•4.5” x 1.25”/

11 cm x 3 cm
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The Ultimate Love Pacifier™

X-10 Duo - Orange 0423-25-3
X-10 Duo - Blue 0423-30-3

(4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm)

Pleaser – Pink 0423-35-3
Pleaser – Purple 0423-40-3

•(3.25” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm)
•Angled for pleasure 

•EZ-pull handles
for greater

maneuverability
•Unscented Silicone

•Durable, soft and pliable

Titty Blow Job™

0455-01-3
•Life-like masturbator with sensuous

mouth and voluptuous breasts 
•Unscented TPR

•Soft, stretchy and tight
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Velvet-Cote™ Clitoral Hummer™

0484-04-3
•Famous scoop design with love nub

•Powerful multi-speed vibrations 
•Waterproof

•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

•EZ load battery pack
•2 AAA batteries

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Forever Yours™

Pink 0485-04-3
Purple 0485-14-3

•Guaranteed to run 30 minutes
a day for one full year…

or your money back 
•Easy dial cap with
incremental speeds

•Waterproof
•TPR inlay design

with double-coating
•2 AA batteries

•6.25” x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

Velvet-Cote™ Pleasure Doppler™

0484-14-3
•Contoured head for maximum contact
•Multi-Speed
•Waterproof
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

•EZ load battery pack
•2 AAA batteries 
•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Magic G™

Pink 0528-04-2
Blue 0528-12-2
Purple 0528-14-2

•Petite, sensual, and power packed
•Multi-speed
•Waterproof

•Silky smooth Rubber-Cote™

•1 AAA battery
•5” x .75”/13 cm x 2 cm

The Leopard Massager™

0547-50-2
•Smooth, seamless, powerful 

designer massager
•Multi-speed
•Waterproof
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Triple Luxe™

Pink 0575-04-3 Purple 0575-14-3
•Self-contained, tri-point, powerful vibrating stimulator

•Rubber-Cote™ with hygienically superior soft TPR contact points
•Convenient 3-speed push button activation

•2 AAA batteries                   •3.5” x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof
Venus Penis™

0592-50-3
•Soft, supple butterfly with angled 

penis, fluttering wings, with 
graduated, pliable pleasure beads

•7 functions
•Waterproof 
•Unscented TPE
•EZ On/Off Button
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”/6 cm (penis)   7.75”/20 cm (tail)

The Daisy™

0578-14-3
•Intensely powerful intimate stimulator with sensually soft flickering nubbies
•Removable, fully adjustable with comfortable waist and thigh straps
•2-speed
•Plushy soft, unscented TPR
•Plug-in jack
•2 AA batteries
•2.25” x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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Mini-Rocker™

0593-25-3
•Discreetly sized, soft and flexible 

self pleasurizer
•3 strategically placed metal beads
•Multi-speed
•Waterproof
•Reverberating soft TPR
•Batteries included
•3.5” x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Platinum Collection
Jack Rabbit ®

Silver 0611-10-3
Gold 0611-20-3
•The original Jack Rabbit®

just keeps getting
better and better 

•7 functions 
•6 powerful speeds

of non-jamming
rotating metal beads

•Waterproof 
•Soft, unscented TPE

•Easy load battery pack
•Automatic off button

•4 AA batteries
•5” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Waterproof
Micro Dolphin™

0613-50-3
•Intimately sized, incredibly 

quiet and power packed
•Contoured and easily worn 

during lovemaking
•Fully adjustable and 

removable waist and 
thigh straps

•7 functions
•Waterproof
•Soft, unscented TPE 
•EZ On/Off Button
•2 AA batteries
•4.25” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Decadent Clitoral Arouser™

0621-12-3
•The ultimate feminine intimate pump

with intense sucking action
•Ergonomic and EZ

to use finger grip
•Multi-speed

wireless vibrations
•50 tantalizing love

tinglers plus triple
point stimulation

•EZ load battery pack
•Soft, unscented TPR

•N size battery, included
•3” x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Slimline Passion Wave™

0652-00-3
•Experience the wave with exhilarating 

rolling and vibrating action
•3-speeds of continuous vibrating wave 

motion up and down the shaft
•Super slim sleek new design
•Reverse control
•LED lights
•Waterproof
•Smooth, soft, unscented TPE
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Patent #EP172053B1

Slimline
Passion Wave®

Jack Rabbit®

Pink/Clear 0652-25-3
Purple 0652-35-3

Experience incredible
waves of ecstasy as this

revolutionary new patented
technology creates 3 speeds 

of rolling motion up and down
the soft cushioned shafts of

these slimline stimulators
•Intense 3-speed 
bunny vibrations

•Smooth, soft,
unscented TPE/TPR

•EZ load battery pack 
•3 AA batteries

•5.25” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Patent #EP172053B1
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Chíc Hide-A-Vibe™

0655-25-3
•Discreet, powerful, designer styled 

massager with couture case
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Triple Fling™

0658-12-3
•Versatile, triple action,

and powerful
•7 functions

•5 rows of non-jamming
metal beads

•6 speeds of rotation
•Waterproof

•Unscented, soft TPE
•4 AA batteries

•5.25” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Mermaid Dream™

0667-12-3
This is what dreams are made of!
•3 functions plus 8 ascending levels

of vibration, pulsation, and 
escalation 

•8 speeds of dual-sized 
pleasure bead rotation

•New sleek waterproof controller
•Unscented, soft, and supple TPR
•LED Lights
•EZ load battery pack
•Auto “off” function
•3 AA batteries
•6.25” x 1.25”/16 cm x 3 cm

Glittered Obsession™

Pink 0685-04-2
Purple 0685-14-2

•Plushy “G” with full
contact clitoral scoop and

tantalizing ticklers
•Multi-speed

•Soft and supple TPR
•2 AAA batteries

•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Girl’s Best Friend™

Diamond Butterfly 0698-10-3
Diamond Dolphin 0698-20-3
•Exquisite ultimate multi-

functional stimulator adorned 
with “diamonds”

•Elegantly sized
•4 rows of 3 speed non-jamming 

reversible metal beads
•Micro-sized butterfly/dolphin 

with 3 powerful speeds 
of vibration

•Waterproof
•Soft, unscented TPE
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

10 Function
Satin Slim™

Curve 0703-10-3
Bubbles 0703-20-3
Tickler 0703-30-3

•Shaped for pleasure
•10 functions with advanced

electronics that resumes 
previous function last used

•Waterproof
•Phthalate free PVC

•Plushy soft and satiny smooth
•2 AA batteries 

•7.5” x  1.75”/19 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Pleasure Softee®

G-Spot Curve™

Pink 0704-04-3
Purple 0704-14-3

•Powerful, opulent,
custom “G” curve

•3 ascending speeds
•EZ push button

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR

•Supple and silky smooth
•2 AAA batteries

•6.5” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Tender Moments™

Bubbly 6.75” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm 0729-10-3
Pleaser 6.5” x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm 0729-20-3

Triple 6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm 0729-30-3
Swirl 6” x 1.75”/15 cm x 5 cm 0729-40-3

•Soft pearly finish in fun shapes
•Multi-speed •Waterproof
•Unscented TPR •Pliable

•2 AA batteries
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Plushee
Power Vibe™

Slim 0731-10-2
“G” 0731-20-2
Ripple 0731-30-2
•Silky soft and superslim
•7 powerful functions
•Waterproof
•State-of-the-art push 

button control
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Lover’s Wand™

Pink 0740-04-2
Purple 0740-14-2

•Floating silver ball in the 
flexible tip resonates for 

added intensity
•Multi-speed
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPE
•Soft and pliable
•2 AAA batteries

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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Intimate Pleasure
with Magic G™

Pink 0748-10-2 Purple 0748-20-2
•Powerful independent motors for simultaneous ecstasy 

•3 ascending speeds     •Waterproof 
•Unscented TPR     •Soft and supple

•EZ push button controls
•2 AAA batteries

•5.5” x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm

Crazy G™

Pink 0748-30-2
Purple 0748-40-2

•Intensely powerful,
playful, curvy “G”

•3-speed
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPR
•Soft and pliable

•EZ push button controls
•2 AAA batteries

•5” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Stubby Nubby G™

Clear 0781-20-2
Pink 0781-30-2

G-Spot massager with 
added girth and soft 

nubbies. The ultimate “G”
for beginners through 

advanced users
•3-speed

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPE

•Soft and supple
•2 AA batteries

•5.5” x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm

Chubby G™

Clear 0781-50-2 Purple 0781-60-2
Size does matter! Enhanced ripple “G”

with 3-way stimulation 
•3 powerful speeds •Waterproof
•Unscented TPE •Soft and supple

•EZ push button controls
•2 AA batteries

•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Envy™

Petite 5.5” x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
0794-10-3
Petite “G” 5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
0794-20-3
Ripple 7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
0794-30-3
Elegant 7.25” x 1.75”/18 cm x 5 cm
0794-40-3
Elegant “G” 7.5” x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm
0794-50-3
Bejeweled! The easy-to-use 
crystal cap says it all.
Elegance and function!
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•Soft and pliable
•2 AAA batteries
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Maximus® Power Stroker™

Hi-Tech, Compact, Self-Contained, Innovative,
Easy To Store Masturbators with Hygienic

Noduled Sleeves and Multi-Speed Ultra 
Powered Battery Packs. 

Maximus®Power Stroker™

Viper - Beaded Power Masturbator 0857-03-3
•5 rows of metal beads stroke up and down the shaft

•Powerful multi-speed controller     •Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR noduled sleeve, ABS container     •4 C batteries

•Masturbator: 8” x 4.5”/20 cm x 11 cm
•Sleeve: 4.5” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Maximus® Power Stroker™

Hummer - Rotating Power Masturbator 0857-11-3
•8 pleasure discs gently caress with rhythmic rotation

•Powerful multi-speed controller     •Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR noduled sleeve, ABS container      •4 C batteries

•Masturbator: 8” x 4.5”/20 cm x 11 cm          •Sleeve: 4.5” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm
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Maximus®Power Stroker™

JakOff – Rhythmic Power Masturbator 0857-12-3
•10 stimulation fingers move rhythmically up and down the shaft

•Powerful multi-speed controller     •Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR noduled sleeve, ABS container     •4 C batteries

•Masturbator: 8” x 4.5”/20 cm x 11 cm
•Sleeve: 4.5” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Pure Skin™ Play Pal™

Bumper 0867-30-3
Thumper 0867-40-3

•Dual density with an 
amazing life-like feel 

•3-speed 
•Waterproof
•Pure Skin™

•Soft and pliable
•Lightly scented

•EZ push button control
•2 AA batteries 

•6.5 x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
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Big Man
Masturbator™

0959-00-3
•Super-sized masturbator with 

ample girth, ultra ribbed and 
extraordinary ticklers

•Closed tip and bulbous head for 
superior suction

•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•6” x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Grip-n-Stroke™

0983-00-3
•Masturbator with non-slip thumb grip

•Ribbed pleasure chamber
•Nodular head

•Exit hole regulates suction
•Durable, unscented TPR

•4.5” x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Double Beaded
Deep Throat Stroker™

0991-04-3
2 rows of perfectly positioned stroker beads
make this the ultimate masturbator
•Textured love tunnel 
•TPR
•Stretchy and tight
•4” x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm
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Muscle Maxx™

Vacuum Pump
1015-00-2
High quality penis pump with premium
suction for maximum results! 
Perfect for your exercise routine
•EZ grip handle
•Seamless ABS cylinder with 

measurements
•Flanged base
•Phthalate free flexible air hose
•Universal disconnect
•Silicone sleeve
•Cylinder: 9” x 3”/23 cm x 8 cm

Automatic
Sta-Hard®

Pump
1037-03-3

Advanced automatic pump…
just squeeze the trigger and

the pump does the rest
•Battery operated
automatic suction

•Seamless, flanged cylinder
with measurements
•Easy release valve

•Flexible non-crimping hose
•TPR donut and ABS cylinder

•3 AAA batteries
•9.5” x 3”/24 cm x 8 cm
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Little Softee®

1076-14-3
The super slim triple pleaser

that goes everywhere
•3 speed reversible rotation

•3 speed vibration
•Independent controls

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR

•Silky soft 
•EZ load battery pack

•3 AAA batteries
•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Secret Play™

Pink 1091-04-3
Purple 1091-14-3

•Powerful personal pleasurizer 
contoured for versatile use
•Touch activated, wireless,

removable stimulator
•Velvety soft ticklers

•Pure Silicone
•Batteries included

•3.75” x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm
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Ultimate Satisfier™

Magenta 1095-10-3 Black 1095-20-3
•Ribbed and contoured vibrating probes for pure pleasure 
•2 speed removable push button stimulator •Waterproof
•Unscented Silicone •Soft and flexible 
•1 AAA battery •4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

Triple Satisfier™

Blue 1095-30-3 Black 1095-40-3
•Vibrating pleasure probes with anatomically angled solid head 

•Triple pleasure points          •Removable push button vibe
•Waterproof                                        •Unscented Silicone
•Soft and pliable                                  •Batteries included

•4” x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
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7 Function Ultra™

Silver Egg 2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm 1101-65-3
C-Ring 1.5”/4 cm Diameter 1101-75-3
Vibro-T 3” x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm 1101-85-3
•Advanced, high powered, multi-functional, slim-grip stimulators
•7 functions •Waterproof
•ABS with silky smooth Rubber-Cote™ for C-Ring and Vibro-T
•Flexible power cord •EZ on/off button
•EZ load battery pack •2 AA batteries

Micro Power™

“T” 1.5” x .50”/4 cm x 1 cm 1157-10-3
Egg 1.25” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm 1157-20-3
Ring 1.5” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm 1157-30-3

•Small, discreet, quiet and power packed
•4 functions

•One touch control 
•Waterproof

•Silky smooth Velvet Cote™

•2 AA batteries

TTMM

TTMM
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i10 Flutter™ 1158-04-3

i10 Diver™ 1158-14-3
•Perfect foreplay arousal! Incredible 

10 functions with limitless possibilities
•Powerful multi-function bullet with 

removable tantalizing arousers
•State-of-the-art 10 function controller

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPR

•Soft and stretchy
•EZ touch control

•EZ load battery pack
•Automatic “off” button

•LED light
•2 AA batteries

•Bullet 2” x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm

TTMM
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Multi-Weighted
Rocker Balls™

Pink 1310-04-2
Purple 1310-14-2
•3 sizes for heightened sensitivity
•Transparent graduated 

orgasm balls
•Rocking internal multi-weighted 

metal beads
•Handy nylon retrieval cord
•ABS
•Large ball (1.25”/3cm),

Medium ball (1”/3 cm),
Small ball (.75”/2 cm)

The Leopard
Duotone Balls™

1312-00-2
•Perfectly weighted duotone balls

•Sturdy nylon retrieval cord
•ABS

•1.25”/3 cm

Silver Pearls™

1300-05-3
•Exercise and ecstasy in a shell

•Multi-use weighted silver pearls
•Discreet storage case

•ABS with silver plating
•.75”/2 cm
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Couples Love Enhancers™

Pleasure Rings 1 1430-10-2
Pleasure Rings 2 1430-20-2
•Perfect couple’s accessory
•Comfortable rings enhance, support,

and stimulate
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy

Tickling “D” ™

Pink 1457-04-3
Purple 1457-14-3
Green 1457-15-3

•Escalate your romance with these fun couple’s enhancers
•Provides sturdy support for him and vibrations for her

•3-speed removable stimulator
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPR
•Comfortable, stretchy and durable

•Batteries included
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Vibrating Cinch Ring™

Clear 1461-00-3
Smoke 1461-03-3

•Erection enhancer comfortably 
adjusts to fit any size man

•Reverberating vibrations that 
are quiet and powerful

•Pleasure ticklers
•Removable wireless stimulator

•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy

•Batteries included

Dual Harness™

1505-04-3
•Simultaneous stimulation

for you and your partner
•Fully adjustable harness

•Self pleasurizing plug
slides for perfect positioning
•Removable, easy to secure

double dongs
•Powerful dual control

3-speed plug-in battery pack
•Phthalate free PVC

•3 AA batteries
•Dong: 6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Plug: 3” x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
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Adjustable
Extender™

1600-25-2
•Add 2”/5 cm to your length

•Custom fit for any man
•Pleasure ticklers

•Phthalate free PVC
•Soft and stretchy 

•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Cock Cage Enhancer™

Clear 1609-00-3
Smoked 1609-03-3

•Enhance, support, and stimulate 
•Unscented TPR 
•Super stretchy,

sturdy, soft 
and pliable 
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Power Rock™

Vibrating Girth Ring
1622-10-3

•Add girth, enhancement, and support for him,
with discreet vibrations for her.

•Removable wireless micro-stimulator
•Unscented TPR    •Soft and stretchy

•Batteries included

Invisi-Rider™

Enhancer
1623-10-3
•The ultimate ride
•Extra girth and support for him
•3 metal beads and soft ribbing 

add pleasure for her
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and comfortable

Best Buy Bunny™

Pink 1775-04-2
Purple 1775-14-2

Powerful stimulation at a
price that can’t be beat

•10 functions
•Push button controller

•EZ load battery pack
•EZ on/off button

•Waterproof
•Unscented TPE 

•Soft and pliable 
•2 AA batteries

•7.25” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

TTMM
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Best Buy Butterfly™

1778-04-2

Best Buy Dolphin™

1778-12-2
•2 speed 

•4 rows of reversible
rotating beads

•Push button control
•EZ load battery pack

•EZ on/off button
•Waterproof 

•Unscented TPE 
•Soft and pliable 
•4 AAA batteries

•6.75” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

Best Buy Pussy™

1785-00-3
•High quality masturbator 

at a budget price
•Ribbed shaft
•TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•3.5” x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm

Best Buy Pump™

1790-12-2
•One step enhancement system

•Clear cylinder with precision
measurements

•EZ push button purge valve
•Soft, ribbed latex donut

•PVC, ABS, Latex
•8.75” x 2.5”/22 cm x 6 cm
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Double Diver™

1813-00-3
•Enhancer gives ample support for him 

with powerful vibrations for her
•Flexible penetrator with bendable shaft 

for perfect “double diving” positioning
•3 speed removable wireless push 

button bullet
•Waterproof
•Sturdy TPR
•Batteries included
•4”/ x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm

Passion Heart™Cock Ring
1834-04-3

•Full coverage erection enhancer provides sturdy support for him
•Strategically placed metal bead adds clitoral stimulation for her

•3 speed removable push button stimulator
•Waterproof    •Unscented TPR

•Soft and stretchy     •Batteries included

Smokin’ 8 Vibe Ring™

1841-03-3
•Sturdy dual support for him with resonating 

vibrations for her 
•Powerful, removable, reusable advanced 

push button magic bullet
•3 speed      •Waterproof
•Unscented TPE ring and ABS bullet
•Soft and comfortable      •Batteries included

One Touch Instant Enhancer™

1809-00-3
Instant Vibrations!

•Erection enhancer vibrates on contact, or
works continuously with the flip of a switch 

•Soft ticklers for her
•Comfortable and sturdy support for him

•4 weighted, graduated pleasure balls
•Wireless micro stimulator

•Unscented TPR
•Soft, stretchy and comfortable

•Batteries included
•7” x .25”/18 cm x 1 cm
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4 Play Kit ™

2001-14-3
•Comprehensive kit for lovers
•2-speed power pack
•Plug-in jack
•Phthalate free PVC attachments,

ABS bullet
•3 slimline soft and pliable 

pleasure accessories
•2 AA batteries

Tickle Me Pretty™ 2005-04-3
•Playful and passionate

•Essence™ massager plus foreplay feather
•Powerful      •Waterproof

•ABS and Silicone      •1 AA battery
•Essence™: 6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Tickle Me Cupid ™ 2005-11-3
Tickle Me Passion™ 2005-14-3

•Sensuous and sultry
•Massager plus foreplay feather

•Multi-speed    •Waterproof
•ABS     •2 AA batteries

•Massager: 6” x 1”/15 cm x 2 cm
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Frisky Play™

2009-00-3
•3 times the fun

•Sensuous couple’s kit with 2 enhancers 
•2 speed bullet 

•Push button battery case 
•Waterproof

•TPR
•Soft and stretchy

•2 AA batteries

My Miracle Massager™

2089-10-3
•Experience soothing, resonating vibrations

•High intensity, ultra-powerful massager
•Ergonomic shape for ease-of-use 

•Spring mounted ribbed head 
•EZ grip handle      •2 speed

•PP handle, PVC head        •120 Volt AC
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Miracle Massager™

Accessory — For Her
Tantalizer Attachment – Pink Glitter

2090-30-3
Contoured self-pleasurizing “G” with full contact scoop

is the perfect Miracle Massager™ accessory for her
•TPR      •Soft and pliable

•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Miracle Massager™

Accessory — For Him
Masturbation Attachment – Clear
2090-40-3
The ultimate in male masturbation! Attach to the
Miracle Massager™ and experience unequivocal
power packed pleasure
•TPR      •Soft and pliable
•3.75” x 1.75”/10 cm x 4 cm

Passion Probe™

Curvy 2097-04-3
Ripple 2097-14-3

•Oscillating, vibrating, power-
packed massagers

•Multi-speed
•Waterproof

•Silky smooth Rubber-Cote™

•2 C batteries
•6.5” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
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Triple Pleasure Dolphin™

Pink 2115-04-2
Purple 2115-14-2

•Diving Dolphin® with a fluttering tail 
and tickling bill

•Powerful push button removable bullet
•Waterproof

•Unscented TPE
•Soft and supple

•1 AAA battery
•4.5” x 1”/
11 cm x 3 cm

Micro Touch Massager™

Pink 2118-05-2 Blue 2118-10-2 Purple 2118-15-2
Pink G 2118-20-2 Blue G 2118-25-2 Purple G 2118-30-2
•Discreet massagers with designer inlays
•Powerful push button control 
•Waterproof
•ABS with TPR inlays
•1 AAA battery
•3.75” x .75”/10 cm x 2 cm
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Waterproof Mini Metal
Wireless Micro Massager™

Onyx 2122-03-2
Pink 2122-04-2
Red 2122-11-2

•Powerful lustrous 
metallic massagers

•Nylon retrieval cord
•Wireless

•Waterproof
•ABS with metallic color coating

•Batteries included
•2” x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm

Waterproof
Travel Massager™ 

2123-04-2
•Your perfect travel accessory
•Metallic massager with keychain
•5 interchangeable pleasure tips
•Waterproof
•ABS and metal color coating
•1 AA battery
•4” x .75”/10 cm x 2 cm

Le Curve™

Pink 2134-04-3
Purple 2134-14-3

•Intensely powerful,
ergonomically shaped 

metallic massagers
•7 exhilarating functions

•Advanced touch 
pad controller

•Auto on/off
•LED light

•ABS with metallic coating
•3 AA batteries

•6” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

TTMM
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Oui ™

Chrome 2139-00-3
Black 2139-03-3
Pink 2139-04-3
Purple 2139-14-3
A simply elegant personal
massager…so thin, it fits in
the palm of your hand
•Chic slimline design
•One touch push 

button control
•High gloss finish
•Power packed
•Travel pouch included
•ABS
•1 AAA battery
•Patent pending
•3” x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm

Zen™

Tranquility-Black
2140-03-3

Bliss-White
2140-22-3

Embrace tranquility and
indulge your senses 

with Zen™, the calming
massager with 

ergonomic shape and
push button control

•High gloss finish
•Powerful, multi-speed,

soothing vibrations
•LED Light

•Quiet
•ABS

•2 AAA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Feminine Arousal Gel ™

2246-00-2
Increase blood flow for more intense orgasms!

•Special blend of L’Arginine and Vitamin E
•Edible        •Intimate applicator tip
•Cherry flavored      •0.5 Fl Oz/15 mL

Penis & Hearts™Cookie Cutters
2410-40-2
Make a dozen sexy cookies with one cut

Kiss Me Pecker™

2415-00-2
Wind-up walking pecker

delivers a message of love

Peni-Straws™

2424-20-2
8 durable,

reusable, plastic
straws

Flashing Dice™

2435-00-2
•Pull the tab and

dice flash
•Roll the dice and

take action
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Hearts of 
Love Pen™

2462-00-2
Fun writing pen

Let’s Party™!
Happy Penis 
Accessories™

Invitations (8) 2488-60-2
Treat Bags (20) 2488-70-2
Hanging 
Decoration (3) 2488-80-2
Chinese 
Yo Yo’s (4) 2488-90-2
Perfect for any party
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Plushy Gear™

Eye Mask 2660-00-3
Bed Straps (2) 2660-50-3
Doggie Style Harness 2660-60-3

•The perfect lovers gear
•Luxurious velvety soft 

playful accessories
•Padded on both sides

•Double stitched
•Adjustable

•Comfortable
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Advanced Nipple Suckers™

Black 2644-03-3 Pink 2644-04-3
•Nipple enhancers for increased sensitivity

•Superior suction    •Flanged design
•Phthalate free PVC    •Soft and pliable

Vibrating Lovers Crop™

2776-04-2
Not just your ordinary riding crop…it vibrates
•High quality leather riding crop with powerful vibrations
•EZ push button control
•Power-packed vibrations
•ABS (handle)  PVC (heart)
•21”/53 cm •1 AA battery

SENSUAL ATTIRE
Sexy and exciting! 

These fantasy garments 
are made of stretchable,

sensuous, comfortable
materials. Just revealing
enough for enticing play.

One size fits most.
Party Time™ Naughty Nurse

4008-10-3
Party Time™ Naughty Maid

4008-20-3
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Decadence™

Break-Away Babydoll
with Thong

4068-85-3

Decadence™

Peek-A-Boo Babydoll
with Thong

4068-90-3

Diamond Collection™

Crystal adorned for
some added “bling!”

Diamond Collection™

Crystal Adorned Top 
and Thong
4069-50-3

Diamond Collection™

Crystal Adorned Teddy
4069-60-3
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COLT® Silicone Slick™

Personal Lubricant
6810-60-1
This is the perfect lubricant 
•Use as a personal lubricant or with any toy 
•Compatible with all materials
•Silicone based
•6 Fl Oz/177 ml

COLT®

Deep Throat
Masturbator

6883-00-3
•Masturbator with an intri-

cately ribbed shaft 
•Superior suction

•TPR
•Tight and stretchy

•4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

COLT® Grips™

6892-03-3
•Vibrating adjustable clamps 

designed for multi-purpose use
•Wireless push button vibrations
•Waterproof
•Rubber-Cote™

•Batteries included
•2.5”/6 cm
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Jesse’s Sweet
Talking Pussy™

7009-10-3
•Authentic recording of 

Jesse Jane®

•Life-like masturbator 
•Removable voice box 

with Jesse’s own 
moans of pleasure

•TPR
•Soft and stretchy

•Batteries included
•7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm

Teagan’s Sweet
Talking Ass™

7009-20-3
•Listen to Teagan talk 

dirty to you
•Life-like masturbator 
•Removable voice box 

with Teagan’s own 
moans of pleasure

•TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included
•7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
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Wicked® Pussy
Carmen’s 
Pierced Pussy™

8899-10-3
“I’m hot and pierced…

just like in my movies”
•Genuine cast of Carmen Hart™

•Finely detailed
•Extra long love tunnel with 

tantalizing teasers
•Removable piercing
•Removable multi-speed bullet 
•Better-than-Real®

•2 AA batteries
•9”x 2”/23 cm x 5 cm

Wicked® Ass
Carmen’s Tight Ass™

8899-20-3
“Let’s get nasty”

•Actual cast of Carmen Hart™

•Finely detailed
•Extra long love tunnel with 

tantalizing teasers
•Removable multi-speed bullet

•Better-than-Real®

•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 2.5”/19 cm x 6 cm

®

TTMM
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